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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an iterative SIC receiver 
architecture with pilot- and data-based channel estimation for 
efficient decoding of non-orthogonal superimposed signals. The 
non-orthogonal superposition concept on top of OFDMA is a 
promising technique to improve cell spectral efficiency. In the 
cellular case, where users with significant path loss are 
superimposed by an intelligent scheduler, the SIC multi-user 
receiver scheme is well adapted for user signal separation. Based 
on the proposed receiver, we show the performance by means of 
multi-link link-level simulations in a realistic OFDMA uplink 
system including channel estimation based on real pilot patterns. 
Keywords- Non-orthogonal superposition; iterative SIC 
receiver; multi-user; iterative channel estimation; MMSE; 
OFDMA; 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Improving cell spectral efficiency in cellular wireless 
networks is of great importance to serve the increasing data 
rate demands in wireless broadband access. Whereas single-
link communication can be provided at rates very close to the 
Shannon capacity, fairness drives cell spectral efficiency down, 
due to the many users that have to be served at the cell edge, 
with generally bad channel conditions, causing a relevant waste 
of resources. 
As a possible mean to overcome this problem, non-
orthogonal superposition, as proposed in [1], can significantly 
improve the cell throughput without the need for additional 
antennas and with very small feedback and channel 
information as it depends on long-term channel statistics only. 
Basically, the concept relies on OFDMA, which is the common 
multiple-access scheme of most recent standards (e.g. LTE, 
WiMAX), and superimposes several signals from/to different 
users on the same radio resources (time-frequency resource in a 
frame) at the same time. At the receiver, the signals are 
distinguished according to their received powers and, possibly, 
also on their modulation and coding schemes. In this way, the 
main problem of wireless access, i.e., the so-called near-far 
effect [2], is turned to an advantage to be exploited to increase 
cell throughput. 
To decode the superimposed signals, a low complexity, 
high performance receiver is needed. In this case, particularly 
suited for the system under study is the successive interference 
cancellation (SIC) receiver, which is known to be capacity-
achieving [3] and to grant almost optimal performance in the 
case of asymmetric received power of the interferers, especially 
when coupled with a powerful channel decoding technique, 
like turbo or LDPC codes.  
In this paper, we combine the idea of turbo equalization [4], 
[5] with the ordered SIC approach, similar to the one 
introduced for MIMO decoding in [7]. In our scheme, ordered 
successive interference cancellation will remove inter-user 
interference. Essentially, the scheme is akin to the one in [8], 
but with a different scheduling of operations. In every iteration, 
only one decoder is called, the one corresponding to the 
strongest user not yet decoded. This allows a reduction of 
complexity w.r.t. [8], with a negligible performance loss, if the 
channel decoder is powerful enough. 
The turbo-like information exchange also serves the 
purpose of channel estimation improvement. Soft information 
fed back from the channel decoders to the channel estimator 
allows combined pilot- and data- based channel estimation to 
improve performance when iterating over the SIC scheme. 
We recapitulate the non-orthogonal superposition scheme 
briefly in section II. The receiver architecture is described in 
section III and evaluated in section IV. Throughout the paper, 
boldface upper- and lower-case letters will represent matrices 
and vectors, respectively. NI is the identity matrix with size N. 
TM and HM mean the transpose and conjugate transpose of 
M , respectively.  
II. THE NON-ORTHOGONAL SUPERPOSITION MODEL 
Non-orthogonal superposition such as described in [1] can 
be applied in uplink as well as in downlink. In this work we 
evaluate the performance in uplink, where K users transmit at 
the same time on the same OFDMA resources with complete 
overlap of their baseband transmit symbols ][ixk where i is the 
complex transmit symbol index and k the user index with 
1 k K≤ ≤ . Each symbol ][ixk  belongs to one of the 2M -QAM 
constellation points ns  for 1 2Mn≤ ≤ . Even though the system 
can be extended to multiple antennas, in order to show the 
isolated gains of non-orthogonal superposition, we consider a 
single-antenna setup. Assuming a time invariant channel for 
the duration of one OFDM symbol, so that we can neglect 
inter-carrier interference, we can formulate the baseband 
receive symbol as 
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 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]Ty i i i n i= +h x  (1) 
where ][in  is zero-mean, complex circularly-distributed 
white Gaussian noise with variance 2σ per real dimension, 
[ ]TK ixixixi ][],...,[],[][ 21=x  is the vector of all user’s transmit 
symbols and 1 2[ ] [ [ ], [ ], , [ ]]Ki h i h i h i=h … is the channel vector. 
Equation (1) shows the situation on one particular OFDMA 
resource where the different user’s signals are non-
orthogonally superimposed in the wireless channel due to the 
common resources they use and perfect synchronization. 
III. RECEIVER ARCHITECTURE 
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the iterative SIC 
structure that shall be used to decode the superimposed user’s 
signals. User signals are decoded sequentially (one signal in 
every iteration) following a decoding order. After having 
decoded all users ( K  iterations) the receiver starts over with 
the first one again, in a round-robin fashion. In this paper we 
take the receive signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) as sorting criteria 
(the user’s signal with strongest receive SNR is decoded first). 
The decoding itself is teamwork of the LLR computer and the 
channel decoders who exchange soft bit information, which is 
also shared by the channel estimator who improves 
sequentially the channel estimates needed by the LLR 
computer. In each iteration, one user’s signal is decoded. In a 
more general setup, different user’s signals could be decoded 
using different channel decoders. 
A. LLR Computer 
The LLR computer of Figure 1, which is described in detail 
in [7] in the context of MIMO systems, performs soft-output 
demodulation and demapping, in order to deliver soft bit 
information to the channel decoders. Considering the k -th 
user’s receive signal as the signal-of-interest, we can rewrite 
(1) in the following form: 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]k k l l
l k
y i h i x i h i x i n i
≠
= + +∑  (2) 
where the term containing the signal-of-interest has been 
separated from the other users’ term, which becomes multi-
access interference (MAI). The LLR computer outputs soft bit 
information, in the form of log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) as 
defined by 
 
( [ ] | [ , ] 0)[ , ] log
( [ ] | [ , ] 1)
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p y i b i j
=
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=
 (3) 
where [ , ]kb i j  is the j-th bit, 1 j M≤ ≤ , associated to the k-
th user’s i-th symbol. Optimal demodulation of (3) would 
require a complexity growing exponentially with the number of 
users. To decrease this computational burden, we invoke the 
Gaussian Approximation (GA). The GA models y  with a 
Gaussian distribution: 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]k k ky i h x i iν≈ +  (4) 
where ][ikν  represents the interference-plus-noise part and 
is assumed Gaussian-distributed with mean ][ikμ  and variance 
][2 ikρ . At a given iteration, these values depend on the current 
a-priori distribution of the interferers’ symbols, which, except 
for the first iteration, is derived from the feedback information 
coming from the channel decoders and computed in the 
previous iteration. Their expressions can easily be derived: 
 ∑
≠
=
kl
llk ixihi ][
~][][μ  (5) 
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{ }Pr [ ]k nx i s=  being the feedback information from the 
channel decoders. In the first iteration, when no feedback 
information is available, { }Pr [ ] 1/ 2Mk nx i s= = for every n. 
Each complex symbol ][ixk carries M bits and the LLR of user 
k  for the j -th bit carried by the i -th symbol can then be 
written like 
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where (0)jS  is the set of constellation symbols where the j -
th bit is 0 and )1(
j
S is its complementary set. 
With the GA and the above computed mean and variance, 
the probabilities yield 
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Applying the log-sum approximation ii
i
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we can further simplify the expression: 
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The bit LLRs for the k-th user will then be taken by the 
corresponding channel decoder to decode the sequence and 
provide improved a-priori information (denoted LLR’ in Figure 
1) used by the LLR Computer and by the channel estimator in 
the next iteration. 
B. Channel Estimator 
The proposed OFDM channel estimator performs combined 
pilot- and data-based channel estimation of the frequency-
domain channel coefficients and updates its estimates at every 
iteration of the iterative receiver, as in Figure 1. Based on pilots 
and on the current a-priori distribution of users’ data (not 
available in the first iteration), the channel estimator performs 
linear minimum mean-square error (LMMSE) filtering. The 
basic LMMSE filter concept for channel estimation is inspired 
by [9], [10]. 
Assume D being the subset of symbol indices (i.e., of 
tones) describing data symbols andP the subset describing 
pilot symbols. 
We consider the pilots being orthogonal across users in the 
time-frequency plane (i.e, the two sets of tones employed by 
the users to transmits pilots are disjoint) and therefore the 
receive signal [ ]y p at pilot position p ∈P of user k can be 
written as 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]k ky p x p h p n p= +  (12) 
where [ ]kh p  is the true channel coefficient, [ ]kx p  the 
known pilot symbol and [ ]n p  the noise on the carrier. 
The same way we can define the receive signal on the data 
carriers d ∈D which is a mix of modulated data from all users 
and noise. 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]k k l l
l k
y d x d h d x d h d n d
≠
= + +∑  (13) 
where we implicitly defined user k as the user of interest. 
The estimated channel of user k  at data tone i  is obtained by 
the linear filter 
 
ˆ [ ] [ ] [ ]Hk k kh i i i= c y  (14) 
where the size-L vector [ ]k iy is constructed by selecting 
different pilot and data tones, useful to estimate the k-th user’s 
i-th channel coefficients, and filling the vector with the 
corresponding received signals. Let us call this set of L indices 
Ω , where Ω ⊆ ∪D P . [ ]k iy  contains information from 
receive pilot and data tones that shall contribute to the channel 
estimate at data tone i  for user k. In WiMAX, a natural choice 
for [ ]k iy  could include the received signal over all pilot and 
data time-frequency slots of one uplink PUSC tile. 
The MMSE optimization criteria can be stated as 
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H
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and its solution is given by the Wiener filter: 
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where after some calculation, ][ikc  can also be written as 
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where: 
• [ ]k iR  is the L L× autocorrelation matrix of the 
channel of user k at indices in Ω , 
• [ ]k ir is the cross-correlation vector of user k containing 
correlations between the subcarrier at index i and all 
the subcarriers at the indices of the set Ω . If i  is part 
of Ω , [ ]k ir is the column of matrix [ ]k iR relative to 
subcarrier i . 
• [ ]k iX is the diagonal matrix with the soft estimates of 
transmitted symbols (and the known pilot symbols) of 
user k  at subcarrier indices in Ω  (based on the 
previous iteration). In the interfering transmit symbol 
diagonal matrices [ ]l iX for kl ≠ , there are zeros at 
pilot positions of user k  in the case of orthogonal 
pilots between user l and user k (because user l has 
transmitted nothing). 
If data and pilots have different transmit power (e.g. due to 
pilot boosting), this has to be taken into account in the 
estimated transmit symbols matrices [ ]k iX . 
While [ ]k iX  is obtained by the channel decoders, the value 
of [ ]k iR  must be computed inside the channel estimator block. 
In practice, it can be obtained heuristically from the received 
data itself. However, in the simulations whose results are 
shown in the next section, the value of [ ]k iR  is ideally 158
computed, based on the channel statistics supposed to be 
known. Let  
 ( )1 ,
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( ) ( )
P
k k p p
p
g t g t tδ τ
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= −∑  (18) 
be the time-domain channel impulse response, where P is 
the number of paths, , ( )k pg t is the gain and pτ  is the delay of 
the p-th path. The path amplitudes are supposed to be 
independent, and let 2 pσ be the power of the p-th path. 
Rayleigh fading is supposed. If [ ]k nh  is the set of frequency-
domain channel coefficients for the N subcarriers at the n-th 
OFDM symbol, as seen by the k-th user, then 
 [ ] [ ]Hk kn n=h F g  (19) 
where { }2 0,..., 1
,..., 1
pj l f
l N
p o P
e π τΔ
= −
= −
=F  is the Fourier transform 
matrix, fΔ being the subcarrier frequency spacing, and [ ]k ng  
is the vector of sampled path gains in the n-th OFDM symbol. 
Then, within one OFDM symbol 
 [0] [ [ ] [ ]] [ [ ] [ ]]H H Hkk k k kE n n E n n= =R h h F g g F  (20) 
where the time-domain autocorrelation matrix is a diagonal 
matrix with the path powers on the diagonal, thanks to the 
independence between paths: 
 ( )2 20 1[ [ ] [ ]] diag ,...,Hk k PE n n σ σ −=g g  (21) 
Across different OFDM symbols, we will assume a Jakes’ 
model for the power spectral density of the path gains. Thus, if 
,k df is the k-th user’s Doppler frequency, the autocorrelation 
between path gain samples can be written as: 
 ( )* 2,, 0 ,[ [ ] [ ']] J 2 ( ')k p pk p k dE g n g n n n f Tσ π= −  (22) 
where: 
• , [ ]k pg n  is the p-th path gain sample at the n-th OFDM 
symbol, 
• ( )0J ⋅  is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind, 
and 
• T is the OFDM symbol duration (including cyclic 
prefix). 
Thus, thanks to (19) and (22), the crosscorrelation between 
frequency-domain channel coefficients in different OFDM 
symbols becomes: 
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Figure 1.  Iterative SIC receiver structure 
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In conclusion, the explicit expression of the correlation 
between the frequency-domain channel coefficients at 
subcarrier l, OFDM symbol n and subcarrier l’, OFDM symbol 
n’ is given by: 
 ( ) 1 2 ( ' )* 20 ,
0
[ [ , ] [ ', ']] J 2 ( ') p
P
j l l f
pk k k d
p
E h l n h l n n n f T e π τπ σ
−
− Δ
=
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The simulations are carried out in a WiMAX (IEEE 
802.16e) uplink setup where two users transmit on the same 
resources in the OFDMA frame at the same time using one 
antenna. The transmit bandwidth is 10MHz at 2.5GHz carrier 
frequency using a 1024 point FFT (10.94kHz subcarrier 
spacing). The fading channel is modeled following the ITU 
Pedestrian B model. The two users are attributed the uplink 
PUSC scheme with orthogonal two user pilot patterns. The 
modulation and coding schemes (MCS) are standard compliant. 
Each mobile station and the receiving base station uses only 
one transmit/receive antenna. No other users than the two 
superimposed ones are creating interference. 
The plots show packet error rate (PER) vs SNR of the weak 
user since in the operation points of interest its performance is 
usually worse than the strong user performance. This is due to 
the close dependency of the weak user on the strong user 
performance. We compare the weak user performance for 
various SNR differences between the two users and take the 
single-user performance (absence of a superimposed stronger 
user) as base line reference. 159
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Figure 2.  Weak user performance with perfect channel knowledge in 
Pedestrian B, 3km/h channel; 10 iterations 
In the two presented plots we show the performance with 
and without perfect channel knowledge at the receiver. In the 
latter case we provide the simulation results for purely pilot 
based channel estimation (dashed lines) as well as the 
combined pilot & data based channel estimation proposed in 
III.B (straight lines). For both figures we use the scenario 
where the weak user modulates with QPSK, coding rate 1/2 
and repetition coding factor 4, whereas the strong user 
modulates with QPSK, coding rate 1/2. 
Figure 2 demonstrates the receiver performance in presence 
of perfect channel knowledge at the receiver. It can be seen that 
SNR differences around 8dB and bigger lead to the best 
possible performance which is the single-user performance. 
In Figure 3 we consider no channel knowledge at the 
receiver (besides channel statistics used for channel estimation 
like described in III.B). To discuss the mutual impact between 
strong and weak user, we will distinguish the following two 
cases: 
A. At high SNR difference, even relatively small errors in 
the strong user’s channel estimate become large when 
considered with respect to the weak user’s signal power. These 
errors cause considerable degradation in both cases, pilot-only 
channel estimation and pilot & data channel estimation. 
B. At low SNR difference, the two channel estimation methods 
lead to different weak user performance figures. More 
precisely, while for pilot & data channel estimation there is an 
optimal SNR difference lying around 8 dB, for pilot-only 
channel estimation performance improves monotonically with 
decreasing SNR difference. To understand this behaviour, 
notice that with the simulated modulation and coding scheme, 
at a low enough SNR difference the weak user’s signal 
becomes more likely to be decoded correctly than the strong 
user’s one, because its signal is better protected against errors. 
Simulation outcomes for the strong user show that this effect is 
getting important below approximately 4dB SNR difference. 
This means that, from a system performance perspective the 
regime of SNR difference below 4dB is not meaningful 
anymore. 
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Figure 3.  Weak user performance with pilot- and data-based channel 
estimation in Pedestrian B, 3km/h channel; 10 iterations 
The different behaviour is then explained by considering 
that pilot & data channel estimation tightly couples the 
performance of the two users, so that the weak user 
performance shows a degradation actually resulting from 
erroneous strong user decoding. Instead, in the pilot-only 
channel estimation case (with orthogonal users’ pilots) the 
weak user does not suffer so much from the strong user’s 
performance degradation. 
From an overall performance point of view we can say that 
by using the proposed MMSE pilot & data based channel 
estimation method we significantly improve the minimum SNR 
that is needed at the receiver to decode the weak user’s signal. 
Further, we notice that the degradation of the weak user’s 
signal decoding performance when superimposing it with a 
strong user is significantly reduced compared to the pilot-only 
channel estimation approach. Additionally, we observe an 
optimal SNR difference value around 8dB in the pilot & data 
based channel estimation approach revealing the importance of 
precise scheduling and user pairing to maximize performance 
on system level. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed an iterative SIC receiver 
architecture with combined, pilot & data based channel 
estimation for efficient decoding of non-orthogonally 
superimposed signals. 
The receiver, akin in the spirit to iterative turbo-like 
receivers has been proven, through simulations, to have a good 
performance under a reasonable complexity. 
Future work will extend the investigations to high-mobility 
scenarios, when the effect of inter-carrier interference adds to 
the effect of imperfect channel estimation, in which case a 
crucial role is assigned to the optimal choice of the SNR 
difference between superimposed users and the channel 
estimation quality. 
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